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Introduction
This contribution proposes an extended set of event types for EAP-based authentication to properly support
double-EAP authentication and authorization procedures and to align with corresponding 802.16e messages.
Moreover this change in C-SAP primitives is also in correspondence with the backhaul signaling as currently
being worked at in the WiMAX industry fora.

Proposed Changes to 802.16g/D2
In the following the proposed changes are shown by revision marks.

14.2.4.1.1 C-SM-NOTFY
This primitive is used by an 802.16 entity or NCMS to notify security procedures. The Event Type included in
this primitive defines the type of security operation in Authentication and Re-authentication procedure to be
performed. The possible Event Types for this primitive are listed in Table below:

Table 452—C-SM-NOTFY Operation Types

Event Type Description
EAP Start EAP Start
Authenticated EAP Start Authenticated EAP Start
AK Transfer AK Transfer notification
EAP Transfer Transfer EAP Payload
Authenticated EAP Transfer Authenticated EAP Transfer

14.2.4.1.1.1 Function

14.2.4.1.1.1.1 EAP_Start

This primitive informs an AAAClient entity in NCMS that an MS is going to start EAP-based authentication.
PKMv2 EAP-Start is sent by MS to initiate either initial EAP authentication or EAP re-authentication
exchange. In case of PKMv2 EAP Start initiating initial EAP authentication, the BS shall drop this message and
shall not send an EAP Start to the AAA client in NCMS. In case of EAP re-authentication, the BS shall send
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EAP-Start to the AAA Client in NCMS only if the PKMv2 EAP-Start message received from the MS is
authenticated and protected by a CMAC or HMAC; otherwise, the BS shall drop the PKMv2 EAP Start
message.

14.2.4.1.1.1.2 AK Transfer
…

14.2.4.1.1.1.3 EAPTransfer
…

14.2.4.1.1.1.4 Authenticated_EAP_Start
This primitive informs an AAA client in NCMS that a MS is going to start second round EAP during double
EAP authentication and authorization.
14.2.4.1.1.1.5 Authenticated_EAP_Transfer
After the C-SM-NOTFY/Authenticated_EAP_Start primitive, EAP payloads are exchanged between an MS and
NCMS. The EAP payloads are encapsulated in C-SM-NOTFY/Authenticated_EAP_Transfer because they are
not interpreted in the MAC and because they are exchanged during second round EAP in double EAP
authentication and authorization. C-SM-NOTFY/Authenticated_EAP_Transfer is used between NCMS and BS.

Reason for the above changes
IEEE 802.16e-2005 has introduced two different types of PKMv2 messages that initiate EAP authentication:
1) PKMv2 EAP Start (see 802.16e-2005, 6.3.2.3.9.15):
This message is sent from the MS to the BS either in case of initial EAP authentication or in case of EAP
re-authentication. In case of initial EAP authentication, this message is unprotected, i.e., it does not contain
the attributes “Key Sequence Number” and “HMAC digest/CMAC digest”. In case of EAP re-
authentication, it does contain these two attributes, where “Key Sequence Number” is the AK sequence
number and “HMAC digest/CMAC digest” is a message digest value calculated using AK.

2) PKMv2 Authenticated EAP Start (see 802.16e-2005, 6.3.2.3.9.28):
This message is used only in double EAP mode. It is sent from the MS to the BS in order to initiate second
round EAP. Besides the attribute “MS_Random”, this message contains the attribute “HMAC digest/CMAC
digest” whose value is calculated using EIK which has been derived during first round EAP.

Furthermore, IEEE 802.16e-2005 has introduced two different types of PKMv2 messages that transfer EAP
payloads:

1) PKMv2 EAP Transfer (see 802.16e-2005, 6.3.2.3.9.16):
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An MS uses this message to send EAP payload received from an EAP method to the BS, and a BS uses this
message to send EAP payload received from an EAP method to the MS. In case of EAP re-authentication,
this message also contains the attributes “Key Sequence Number” and “HMAC digest/CMAC digest”,
which carry the sequence number of AK and the message digest value calculated using AK.

2) PKMv2 Authenticated EAP Transfer (see 802.16e-2005, 6.3.2.3.9.17):
This message is used for authenticated EAP-based authorization, i.e., after establishing an EIK. It then
encapsulates EAP payload that the MS or BS has received from an EAP method. It contains the attribute
“HMAC digest/CMAC digest” whose value is calculated using EIK.

To align with 802.16e-2005 and to properly support double EAP mode, we propose to extend the set of event
types by the entries “Authenticated EAP Start” and “Authenticated EAP Transfer” as shown in the table above.
Then, there are the following equivalences:

802.16e PKMv2 message 802.16g Event Type
PKMv2 EAP Start EAP Start
PKMv2 Authenticated EAP Start Authenticated EAP Start
PKMv2 EAP Transfer EAP Transfer
PKMv2 Authenticated EAP Transfer Authenticated EAP Transfer

Motivation for changes to section 14.2.4.1.1.1.1: EAP_Start

The forwarding of unprotected EAP-Start messages to the AAA client in the NCMS can be considered a
security risk. Moreover, it is not required since the NCMS can be informed of the successful network entry of a
MS by other messages. Therefore, it is recommended that the BS drops all unprotected PKMv2 EAP Start
messages received from a MS. This is, the BS drops each PKMv2 EAP Start message initiating initial EAP
authentication (of course, these messages are unprotected since there is no AK or EIK available to protect
them), and furthermore, the BS also drops each PKMv2 EAP Start message that initiates EAP re-authentication
and that is not protected by a “HMAC digest/CMAC digest” attribute.

It is proposed to align 802.16g with 802.16e and to support Event Type “EAP Start” only in case of EAP re-
authentication (i.e., the BS drops each unprotected PKMv2 EAP Start message). This is the purpose of the
changes shown for sections 14.2.4.1.1.1 above.

Corresponding changes to sections 14.2.4.1.1.2, 14.2.4.1.1.3, 14.2.4.1.1.4:
For the two new Event Types, “Authenticated EAP Start” and “Authenticated EAP Transfer”, additional text
will also be required in sections
14.2.4.1.1.2 Semantics of the Service Primitives
14.2.4.1.1.3 When generated
14.2.4.1.1.4 Effect of receipt
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This will have to be added once the above changes are agreed in principle.
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